Create your own mini museum!

Begin by thinking of a theme. This could be objects that you collect, things that make you happy, objects about your family history .... the possibilities are endless!

Then choose 4-6 objects. Write a label for each object stating what it is, the date of the object (if known) and why it is important.

Arrange your display and give it a title so visitors know what your museum is all about.

Our staff have made their own mini museums and we have shared them here – enjoy!
An Exhibition of Firsts!
Treasured memories of you, our first child...

Your First Shoes
The memories we share –
and the smiles that
make our days.

Your First Quilt
Your love and care
that made this day
so special.

A Family History
These objects represent different generations of my family. From war medals that highlight the indelible shaping of an elder generation, to objects passed down from previous generations, to popular culture items from TV and movies. What would you display to represent those closest to you?

Forbidden Island board game
 Released 2010

Pop Vinyl Baby Groot
 Released 2014

The Defence Medal
Post World War 2, circa 1940's

Compagnons de la Somme Memorial
Post World War 2, circa 1940's

Hamilton Pocket Watch
1890's/ early 1900's